kelli-: Draz.. give me an helping hand up onto the bar
D r a z: lifts kelli up on the bar .......holds onto her as I

go girl
blonde_genius:

lift brushing her up my body ...you

THAT was a sexy lift, Draz

slipping off my shoes
kelli-: feet keeping the beat
Gabriela92: looks up at Kelli, just down the bar...
D r a z: watches as kelli taps out the beat
kelli-: dances over the Gab.. puts out my hands.. come on ??
Gabriela92: give me a bit, Kelli, and I might just do that... you take it for now; you're doing
great.
kelli-: awwww..
kelli-:

blonde_genius:

dances over close to the key rack again.....just....dancin'.....n' stuff

mrcountry_1: great to watch kelli,
trisha_29: glances at blonde
kelli-: shakin and shimmying
blonde_genius:

nice dance

throws a chocolate on Max's lap....to distract trisha

trisha_29: dives for the.........chocolate
kelli-: turning and swirling
D r a z: watches kelli shimmie
blonde_genius: grabs a key
kelli-: waits for the next song

and shake it .go little bad girl
to get going

kelli-: hands on hips and thrust to the beat
blonde_genius: woooooooooooooot kelli
D r a z: watches as kelli picks up the beat ...........look

at her go ............. little bad girl

hahahahahaha .. you're soooo bad Draz
kelli-: dances down the bar
kelli-: shakes my as at country on the way past
D r a z: woo hoo watches as kelli dances down the bar
mrcountry_1: just focuses on kellis movements, wow
kelli-: steps to the song
kelli-:

blonde_genius: *sets a fan
D r a z: go little bad girl

on the bar pointing up at kelli

kelli-: stands infront of country and humps to the beat
AlderaanYavin: watches how the fan kicks BGs hair
blonde_genius: lol....
mrcountry_1: watches kelli and bounces on the cor watching
mrcountry_1: chair*
D r a z: look at those humping hips ........... go little bad girl
kelli-: shakin at Gab
rcountry_1: good bad
Gabriela92: smiles up

at Kelli....

kelli-: that song was a good one
kelli-: mmmm picks up the beat
D r a z: watches as kelli picks up

the beat

kelli-: sways from side to side
blonde_genius: slips over and drops

the key in Alder's pocket....

kelli-: gets low infront of Gab
blonde_genius: (now I can pass a frisking) *wink
D r a z: watches as kelli swings round those hips
Gabriela92: gives a big "ooooohhh" looking at Kelli
AlderaanYavin: gives draz a knowing nod and wink
kelli-: on my knees humping the air
mrcountry_1:
trisha_29:
kelli-:

lowers head to get better look at kelli bending for gab

so sneaky you two are!

nods to AY
doubles the beat

D r a z:

right in front of me...

blonde_genius: dances over to the
kelli-: hands in the air pulling up

stairs....

the dress higher
D r a z: such a naughty girl kelli ..so frisky
AlderaanYavin: slips off my stool and walks quietly to the stairs
Gabriela92: looks at those smooth, lithe thighs....
kelli-: hips and ass bouncing to the beat
trisha_29: jumps up and shines the light at the
xx-bobo-xx: mmmm like the sockin tops kelli
kelli-: moves closer to Gab
D r a z: watches that dress

foot of the stairs

pull up the tighs ............

mrcountry_1: what a pretty bounce
blonde_genius: watches kelli....getting a good view from above....
blonde_genius: Alder...you should see the dance from up here...so
kelli-: mmmmmm stands and humps the air
AlderaanYavin: follows BG up the stairs
blonde_genius: mmmmmmmmmmmmm isn't
trisha_29:

hears the stairs squeeking

sexy....

she sexy???

kelli-: cuts the beat in half with thrusting hips
D r a z: grins watching kelli as she dances ....dirty

dirty dancer

kelli-: holds out my hand to Gab
kelli-: smiles .. mouthing.. come on
D r a z: its a game she plays
Gabriela92: reaches up... climbs up on the seat of my stool.....
ranD972: having a hard time sitting on this stool... watching kelli

hotties they are
Gabriela92: steps onto the bar with kelli....
D r a z: woo hoo here we go .............two dirty dirty dancers
kelli-: pulls you over onto the bar with me
blonde_genius: this will
kelli-: holds both your

and gabbi... what two

be hot

hands and dances hard with you

Gabriela92: shifting my hips left and right...
AlderaanYavin: stands behind BG at the bannister...watching the dancing
kelli-: slowly moves my hands down your arms and we sway together
D r a z: watches as the two girls bump into each other
mrcountry_1: oh gabriela, your dirty danc and so goodddd
blonde_genius: brushes Alder's front with my back....
Gabriela92: stands in closer to kelli... our noses almost
kelli-: hands on your shoulders as we dirty dance
kelli-: eyes locked on yours
AlderaanYavin: rubs BGs shoulders
Gabriela92: one knee in between Kelli's knees....
mrcountry_1: you were restrained for so lopng, let
kelli-: bends down to your thigh
blonde_genius: smiles real big....and disappears up
D r a z: watches as the beat invades both bodies

touching....

it all go now, your moves

the stairwell

kelli-: feel my thighs outside of yours
AlderaanYavin: turns and follows BG

claps a few times overhead...
inches away from yours
then drops my hands to Kelli's shoulders.
kelli-: huge smile across my face
D r a z: watches as they both dirty dance
Gabriela92: swaying left and right in unison....
kelli-: feel my hands move down your sides to your hips
kelli-: cuts the beat in half thrusting my hips
Gabriela92: does a half-turn and moves my backside up close to the front of Kelli....
kelli-: licks my lips
Gabriela92:
kelli-: face
Gabriela92:

Gabriela92: backs into her...
D r a z: watches as the girls

bump into each other
pulls your hips back to me
humps your ass
kelli-: to the beat
Gabriela92: looks back over my shoulder, watching her hips hit my buns....
kelli-: cuts the beat and thrusts hard
D r a z: passes out water to everyone ..........man this will get hot
Gabriela92: likes the contrast of her little black dress against my red sequined minidress....
kelli-: hands moving up and down your body
Gabriela92: shimmies slightly down, bending my knees....
kelli-: takes your hand and moves you around and around
kelli-: feels the beat change
kelli-: hips swaying
Gabriela92: exaggeratedly bumps my hips out to the left and right....
D r a z: watches as the hips sway to each others beat
kelli-: follows your lead
sweet_rodeo_girl: finishs my drink and steps outside to get some air
Gabriela92: lays my hands on top of my head....
kelli-: moves toward you
kelli-: eyes lock on yours
Gabriela92: grinds my hips in a circle....
Gabriela92: winks at Kelli...
kelli-: hands move to your shoulders
Gabriela92: licks my lips....
Gabriela92: leans in...
D r a z: god almighty look at athose bodies
kelli-: moves less than an inch from you
mrcountry_1: love to see you lick yhour lips gabri
Gabriela92: meets Kelli's mouth in a soft kiss..
kelli-: echoing your moves
mrcountry_1: draz, they are oh so hot
kelli-: press against you
kelli-: opens my mouth to you
Gabriela92: puts my hands on her buns and pulls her pelvis up tight against mine...
xx-bobo-xx: pinches myself to c if this is real
D r a z: smiles as they dance in close
kelli-: humps against you
mrcountry_1: reaches up to the bar and drops a big $$$Bill on the bar
Gabriela92: both our hips circling together....
kelli-: kissing you deeply
kelli-: hands in your hair
Gabriela92: pulls the fabric on the back of her little black dress up just a little, until a bit of
her buns show....
xx-bobo-xx: mmmmmmmmmmmmmm buns
kelli-: works my ass to the beat
kelli-: smiling at Gab
D r a z: smiles as i watch the cute pert butt excposed
Gabriela92: gives Kelli a little fish-face pout, then a big grin...
kelli-: whispers.. showing off my thong to the boys .. huge smile
kelli-: hips moving front to back in rhythm
D r a z: grins as we all see the thong
kelli-: feel my mouth on your neck as you tug my dress
ranD972: wow... lovely thong kelli.. u tease
kelli-: mmm great beat
kelli-: hands on Gabs hips as I circle her body
mrcountry_1: feels the heat from K&G andjust luxuriates in it
kelli-:
kelli-:

kelli-: never more than inches from her
Gabriela92: tilts my head back and lets my

dress....

hair fall further down the bare back of my

you are so together, way to goooooooooooooo
letting it sway as I tip my head left and right...
D r a z: both sexy as hell
kelli-: smiles at Gab
kelli-: swirls my head so my long hair sweeps across her body
xx-bobo-xx: this better than any niteclub i ever been in
Gabriela92: pulls Kelli back in to another kiss... this time letting everyone see our tongues
touch...
kelli-: sucking your tongue
sweet_rodeo_girl: lets my hips sway in small circles as the music flows out onto the back
porch
Gabriela92: opens my mouth wide and lets my tongue stick out as far as I can for Kelli...
kelli-: licks your tongue and swirls my around yours
xx-bobo-xx: go's sits on the porch to watch rodeo
Gabriela92: pulls out Kelli's bottom lip between my lips...
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at bobo as my hair moves with my hips
kelli-: hands moving up and down your body slowly
D r a z: smiles watching the girls as they dance close together
Gabriela92: resting my hands on the upper curve of Kelli's hips....
kelli-: grabs your ass gently and pulls you as our hips sway together
D r a z: watching as they dance into each other
xx-bobo-xx: sits back and watchs the beautiful sight
kelli-: feel my tongue lick your ear
ranD972: catches the site of rodeo....what a beauty she is
kelli-: sucking your ear lobe
Gabriela92: giggles at the tickling tongue....
kelli-: smiles and laffs
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks as the music gets louder turns and dances around bobo's chair
letting him get a good look at my small shorts and white shirt that just covers my tummy
kelli-: mmmmmm
kelli-: now I know
Gabriela92: whispers to Kelli.....
mrcountry_1: thanks, dips fingers in water and shakes water over brow, so warm here
kelli-: whispers.. lets make it really hot in here
xx-bobo-xx: notices rodeo has the body of an angel
mrcountry_1: kelli yes, make it hotter, it is so hot already, wowow
sweet_rodeo_girl: spins around shaking my ass inches from his face grips my knees and
rocks my ass in circles
kelli-: turn and backs into Gabs arms
mrcountry_1: still watching gabris semi-exposed cheeks, mmmm
kelli-: hands over my head as we dance together
xx-bobo-xx: i think i just died and went to heaven
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks back at him as my ass sways side to side slaping his face with my
hair
Gabriela92: all four of our hands meet up in the air overhead....
xx-bobo-xx: wonders how rodeo got into such tight shorts mmmmmmmmm
Campeoni: lol bobo been wandering the same
sweet_rodeo_girl: swishing my hair across one cheek than the other as my ass moves in
smaller circles smiles and backs up to his lap straddles his legs and bounces
kelli-: moving back tight to Gabs body
kelli-: humping to the beat
xx-bobo-xx: think i just bust me jeans lol
sweet_rodeo_girl: lifts my arms over my head making my top show off my breasts while my
ass grinds left and right
mrcountry_1:
Gabriela92:

D r a z: think the yayas are
xx-bobo-xx: shake it rodeo
sweet_rodeo_girl:

beat
mrcountry_1:

out tonight

winks back at bobo wiggles my ass against his groin ab bounces with the

oh more more more

xx-bobo-xx: watchs rodeos perk boobs bounce with the rest of her
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles stands turns and lifts my top up just to tease

bobo then lets it slide
back down as i straddle his lap
kelli-: dances around Gab
D r a z: watches gabri and kelli on the bar
Gabriela92: takes Kelli's hands....
ranD972: understood Robin... may i sit next to you maybe?? can i send you a pvt?
D r a z: hands off the dancers bobo please
sweet_rodeo_girl: locking my ankles behind the chairs legs runs my hands in his hair and
shakes my boobs in his face
Gabriela92: dances backwards down to the end of the bar....
mrcountry_1: smiles as gabri nears
Gabriela92: sits and rolls my legs over the edge to hop down to the floor....
Gabriela92: reaches up to help Kelli down....
mrcountry_1: applaudsssssssssssssssssssssssss
D r a z: smiles watching gabri and kelli get off the bar
mrcountry_1: wtgggggggg kelli and gabriela
kelli-: holds gabs hands and slips to the floor
D r a z: stands and hoots and hollers ....well done you two
sweet_rodeo_girl: shakes my head at bobo as my fingertips grip and tugs hes hair as my ass
grinds and moves with the beat
Gabriela92: moves to the dance floor....
Gabriela92: interlocks my fingers with Kelli's, facing her...
xx-bobo-xx: dont stop rodeo
sweet_rodeo_girl: rolling my hips side to side as my eyes look into his
kelli-: eyes locked on Gabs
kelli-: smiles.. yes ...
kelli-: lets
kelli-: do it
kelli-: moves with Gab to the beat
Gabriela92: stands aside Kelli... slightly lowering my backside...
Gabriela92: scooting my feet forward with each beat...
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles i got this draz winks at bobo slips a pair of handcuffs around each
of his wrists and clips them to the chairs arms
kelli-: smiles wide at Gab
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at bobo rolls my hips in slow circles as my shoulders shimmy in a
slow rhytum
kelli-: I can see her mind working
mrcountry_1: hands on lap watches Gabri, smiling and watching the bump by kelli behind
gabri
Gabriela92: dances around Kelli...
kelli-: hands up and swaying to the beat
Gabriela92: standing close behind her...
sweet_rodeo_girl: tugs his hair pulling his head back smiles and bites his bottom lip to tease
him more
kelli-: hips forward and back
xx-bobo-xx: put me out of me misery rodeo lol
Gabriela92: grips the hem of her little black dress....
Gabriela92: shifts the fabric left and right...
kelli-: scoots back toward Gab
kelli-: bends slightly
D r a z: smiles watching gabri ..............slolwy pull at that little back dress

my knuckles brushing her backside as I slowly lift it higher and higher with
each left and right shift....
kelli-: smiling wide as I work it
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at bobo wiggles on his lap as i grind up and down making ny ass
move with the beat of the music
kelli-: 4 beat sway and shake
kelli-: bends a bit more
D r a z: gruns as i see that pert kelli bitt and the tiny thong]
xx-bobo-xx: such a tight sweet little ass it is to rodeo mmmmmm
kelli-: humps to the slow beat
kelli-: forward and back
Gabriela92: lifts the hem up to her waist and gives the bare buns a quick but not-too-hard
slap....
kelli-: then back and forth as Gab slowly lifts
sweet_rodeo_girl: flicks the tip of my tongue along his jaw and around his earlobe nibbles
and pshs him back into the chair harder
kelli-: ooooo
D r a z: grins at kelli as shes exposed
kelli-: slowly humping forward and back
kelli-: arching my back
xx-bobo-xx: bites on me bottom lip
mrcountry_1: oh yeah, looks so fine kelli, mmmmm
Gabriela92: thrusts my hips left and right... two beats to each side, then the other....
ranD972: sitting here on my stool... watching intently at the sweet specatacle of kelli and
gabbi.... hot damn...... sweet rodeo is being such a great tease as well
kelli-: standing with my legs slightly apart and doing the same thrust tempo but forward
and back
Gabriela92: runs my fingers deep up into my hair, lifting it from my shoulders....
Gabriela92: figure-8s with my hips in a horizontal motion....
kelli-: turns toward Gab and moves forward
sweet_rodeo_girl: yanks bobo's head back grins and uses the beat to bounce on his lap more
while my top clings to my breasts and makes my tight shorts move up my ass
kelli-: dancing inches from her
Gabriela92: gives Kelli a predatory look... but with a glimmer in my eye....
kelli-: licking my lips
kelli-: smiling...
kelli-: bite me wild cat
xx-bobo-xx: catches a sight of rodeos buns mmmmmmmmmmmm
kelli-: geez Draz
Gabriela92: leans forward and kisses Kelli on the collarbone....
kelli-: growls in my high voice more like a purrrr
D r a z: watches as the music moves up a notch
sweet_rodeo_girl: whispers behave bobo as i let my top slip up more pressing my tits against
your chest as i straddle your lap more and uses the beat to bounce more
D r a z: growlssssssss adeep growls watching the girls as they throbbinto each other
kelli-: my mouth finds your ear and sucks your ear lobe
D r a z: grins watching rodeo
mrcountry_1: they are getting in on now draz
Gabriela92: reaches around the back of Kelli...
kelli-: hips pushing forward and back
kelli-: swirls my tongue in her ear
kelli-: whispers.. do it
Gabriela92: lowers the zipper on hier little black dress a few inches, until her strapless
black bra shows in the little "V" opening.....
sweet_rodeo_girl: bites and tugs his earlobe as my ass grinds and wiggles in circles
mrcountry_1: yes gabriela do it
kelli-: picking up the beat with my feet and legs
Gabriela92:

kelli-: dancing around Gab
sweet_rodeo_girl: ohhhhh bobo

wiggles makes the chair bang against the railing as i winks
and bounces with the beat more
ranD972: hi there trish
kelli-: pulling back her hair and sucking her neck
Gabriela92: reaches up under my own hem....
kelli-: hands moving over her body
kelli-: licking up to her ear.. swirrrlllll
Gabriela92: pushes down my scarlet thong to the middle of my thighs...
mrcountry_1: oh scarlettttttttttttttttt
kelli-: hands move down past your hips
Gabriela92: looks at Kelli... "push them down the rest of the way..."
D r a z: smiles asi watch the girls move to the beat
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at bobo stands spins around and shakes my ass at him as i walk to
the bar leaving him cuffed to the chair
D r a z: two cuties ..........
xx-bobo-xx: k nite all have a gd one and thnx rodeo that i never forget smiles
kelli-: dancing around Gab and get to my knees
kelli-: leans forward as my body dances to the beat
Gabriela92: dances gently with my knees close together so Kelli can work the thong down
to my ankles....
kelli-: catch the front of the thong in my teeth and tug
mrcountry_1: oh yeahhhhhhhhhhhhh
D r a z: smiles at kelli
ranD972: smiles and winks at rodeo... my heart is racing at the site of rodeo....
Gabriela92: lays my hand on top of her head as she lowers my panties....
kelli-: bending and pushing in rhythm
sweet_rodeo_girl: fixes my shorts and smooths down my top as i sit and leans back against
the bar
kelli-: ass in the air as I pull them off
D r a z: passes rodeo a cold water
sweet_rodeo_girl: ty Draz i need this
ranD972: my eyes move up and down those sexy legs of rodeos.... shorts are as tight
forming as i have ever seen
Gabriela92: I can feel Kelli's breath on my legs....
kelli-: pulls them to the floor
kelli-: holds them down
kelli-: no no
Gabriela92: steps out of the panties daintily...
mrcountry_1: watches hoping the scarelett thong may come his way
ranD972: smile widely... watches rodeo... running ice cubes across her full lips...
kelli-: picks them up .. lifts my dress and pushes them under my thong waist
mrcountry_1: just sayin, hope i can catch it
kelli-: MINE!!! HAHAHAHAHAHA
mrcountry_1: in my teeth
Gabriela92: turns Kelli's back to me...
sweet_rodeo_girl: sips my water and smiles at Draz
Gabriela92: puts my hands on her hips and dances close...
D r a z: `winks at rodeo
kelli-: humps back against Gab
kelli-: lays back on her
Gabriela92: pushes her hair out of the way and kisses her neck and shoulders....
kelli-: mmmmm .. it's getting warm in here Gab
kelli-: turns toward you and kisses you deeply
Gabriela92: lowers the zipper down the back of Kelli's dress... past her waist....
D r a z: grins at kelli and gabri
kelli-: hands on your ass

ranD972: winks
kelli-: sways to

at rodeo
the beat
Gabriela92: slips my hands inside the opening and places my fingers on her slender waist....
kelli-: as the dress slips
Gabriela92: slides my fingertips upward...
kelli-: mmmmm
Gabriela92: across her shoulder blades....
kelli-: still too warm
Gabriela92: up to her neck....
kelli-: swaying and dancing as Gab touches me
Gabriela92: pushes the straps of the little black dress off Kelli's shoulder until they fall to
her elbows....
mrcountry_1: do we have more water draz, need to keep the fire from engulfing intol flame
kelli-: smiles at Gab.. better .. but
kelli-: hard to dance
Gabriela92: slides my hands down Kelli's upper arms...
kelli-: what to do?
Gabriela92: pushing the straps down her arms... to her wrists....
Gabriela92: over her hands...
kelli-: puts my hands down and the dress falls to the floor
kelli-: dances out of it
Gabriela92: until the whole thing ends up in a little black heap around her ankles....
Gabriela92: bends to pick it up...
kelli-: ginning ear to ear at Gab
D r a z: winks at gabri and kellly
Gabriela92: swings it around my head and flings it over to Draz for safekeeping....
kelli-: smiles at Draz as we dance
D r a z: catches it and places behid tyhe bar
kelli-: winks
D r a z: winks at kelli and gabri
Gabriela92: watches Kelli in her skimpy black undies, dancing provocatively...
kelli-: dancing with Gabs thong in my waist band
kelli-: guys.. remember "the jerk"?
Gabriela92: what the hell... grabs my thong back and pulls it back on....
kelli-: no you don't
sweet_rodeo_girl: i keep them close
kelli-: grabs your hands and dances with you
Gabriela92: begins to undo the little black bows down the front of my red sequined dress.....
mrcountry_1: looks and wonders what just happened, gabriela snatching her thong back
D r a z: grins at gabriella and kelli .............
Gabriela92: dances in slow turns, my dress open in the front from my neck to below my
navel...
mrcountry_1: smiles and sits watching
kelli-: dances up to you
kelli-: takes your hands and puts them on my hips
D r a z: wooooo yeahhhhhhhhh
kelli-: dancing with you
Gabriela92: fingertips rubbing the smooth, taut skin of Kelli's hips....
kelli-: reaching down to the lil bows left
Gabriela92: my thumbs strumming the waistband of her panties.....
kelli-: eyes on yours as I open them
kelli-: one at a time.. slowly
Gabriela92: takes a deep breath, anticipating what's next.....
kelli-: starts to dance with my shoulders watching your eyes
kelli-: licks my lips
Gabriela92: slides my hands up Kelli's waist... over her ribs...
Gabriela92: gn, rodeo!!!!

Gabriela92: great dancing!!!!
D r a z: mmmmmm bad girl

.........

kelli-: pops the last bow and lets the dress drop
Gabriela92: lets my fingertips slide down my neck....

wide grin as I dance with you
over my collarbones...
over the tender flesh of the part of my boobs that spill out of the top of my
bra....
Gabriela92: over the red lacy fabric...
Gabriela92: down my tummy....
kelli-: hands around your waist
Gabriela92: over the front of the thong...
Gabriela92: down the front of my thighs.....
Gabriela92: then across to Kelli's legs....
kelli-: dances around you
Gabriela92: running my fingers up the back of her legs....
kelli-:

Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

nonchalantly walks into the room from the stairs....brushing my
hair....watching the girls dance
blonde_genius:
D r a z:

winks at blonde

kelli-: touching your hair
Gabriela92: smiles and gives BG a quick wave and an eyebrow lift.... "oh, really?"
blonde_genius: gabri is so much better at that dance with kelli than i would have been....
AlderaanYavin: trips down the stairs, straightening my
D r a z: catches the key and slips it back on its hook
kelli-: takes GAbs hands

tie.....tosses draz a key

holds Kelli's hands....
dancing with you
hands on your hips and dances

Gabriela92:
kelli-:
kelli-:

blonde_genius: thank you....perfect
Gabriela92: swings our hands out and

around, until they come to rest on our hips...

ranD972: keeps my eyes on BG...
Gabriela92: swaying in harmony....
kelli-: dirty dancing with you
kelli-: hips thrusting
Gabriela92: runs my thumbs lightly along the lower
kelli-: hands move up your body under your boobs
kelli-: thumbs sweep across
Gabriela92: deep breath....
kelli-: then back

edge of Kelli's panties....

your nipples showing through the bra

Gabriela92: slips my fingertips under the
blonde_genius: sips my water....
kelli-: mouthing the words.. soooo hard

edge of Kelli's panties...

Gabriela92: nods and smiles at Kelli...
kelli-: hips moving forward and back to the
kelli-: kissing you deeply between songs

beat

kelli-: whispers in your ear.. do you want me to get a key?
Gabriela92: running my fingertips over the smooth skin of Kelli's

backside, my knuckles
pushing the fabric outward....
D r a z: jingles the keys
..................as i look at the girls
D r a z: night night blonde
D r a z: sleep weel AY
Gabriela92: gives Kelli a slow nod as my tongue slowly moves across my upper lip from the
left corner to the right....

